Team Meeting #7
Prepared for Presentation and Revised and Revised the Requirements Specification Document

Members Present: 5/5
Colin Cubinski
Daniel Nakhla
Matthew Restivo
James Rocco
Justin Valentini

Date: October 26nd, 2006
Start Time: 5:00PM
Location: Roger Bacon Software Lab

1) For the majority of the meeting we worked individually on specific tasks assigned by the team leader. Daniel worked on further details of the screen shots and in collaboration with James and Colin on keeping the data flow screen parallel to the prototype screens. He also typed all the meeting notes since they were last done. James and Colin worked on updating the data flow screens. Justin and Matt worked on putting the slideshow for the presentation together.

2) For the second half of the meeting the team got together and went over all the points of the presentation and who was to talk about each aspect of the Requirements Specification.

End Time: 8:30PM